By using the site (challengesmarketplace.com) you agree to the following:
Data, protection and usage


We will endeavour to keep private content private. Always.

Our commitment to you - there are only 3 ways which we can use your data:


We can use your logo and name for marketing purposes (e.g. as displayed on our
homepage)



We may use your data on an aggregated basis for marketing, benchmarking etc. But only in
ways which ensures the performance of individual companies is not made public or disclosed
to any third party. You permit us to do this on a royalty free basis worldwide



We may review your data to provide you with specific insights and introductions. You can
decide if you want to follow up on these leads or not. We will not send data to any third
parties without your express permission

General usage terms


You will use Challenges Marketplace as it is intended - awesome Investor Reporting



You are responsible for inviting and maintaining followers of your Company content



You will not use the site or its resource maliciously - or seek in any way to disrupt the site for
others



Comments: your comments should be relevant to the content - we will not tolerate trolling etc.



Please report any abusive comments or inappropriate comments to info [@]
challengesmarketplace.com



We make no assertions as to the accuracy of content on challengesmarketplace.com In
particular, company performance information shared with you



The content, work-flow, structure, communication protocol etc. remains the IP of Challenges
Marketplace and must not be copied or passed-off



The maximum liability due by Challenges Marketplace arising from any issue arising from the
site will be capped at $0.01



We will not be held responsible for the implications of any content which is misappropriated
by others



Non-subscribing users use the site at their own risk



“Challenges Marketplace” and “Invrep” are either registered trademarks, or pending
registration, and should not be used in the context of investor reporting without our prior
permission



Accuracy of company information displayed on Challenges marketplace is the responsibility
of the Company representative. Challenges Marketplace makes no assertion of the validity of
data presented using Challenges Marketplace; nor does it audit or review any data supplied
by 3rd parties as displayed on Challenges Marketplace

